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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING UNDER EYECLINING ENROLMENT

TAD S IN CONDITIONS-0E-EMPLOYNEN7 CLAUSES

Declining enrolments are no longe 'n s. TeaChers,
s -

boards and admi istratorsAlave known about the

numbers ail school-age children for zone years,/ though

they may not all have regarded that) news as relatively

important. Now, the public is_increasin_ab aware

the issue. Almost daily the media rep Some item

relevant to enrolment declines -- usually news of .

teacher lay -offs overnments, too, have red

the picture, including here in Ontario where Robert-;

Jackson is heading the Comnissdon\on Declining School

Enrolments.

As is usually the case with eveMs of this kind;

we first want answers td very general questions: Why

are enrolments declining ? .chat are khe consequences?

We have, by now, some well - tested general a iswerrs.

First, enrolments are declining,beca7tse of demographic

trends rela'ted mostly to declining birth rates. Second,

the major implications are that we won't heed as ra-ny`

teachers and we won't need as many sch6ols. There-

fore, some teachers are likely to be dismissed 'and,

some schools are likely` to be closed.

But after these very general questions have been

answered we go through another phase -- on i -n which

we seem to be'now -- of looking at more specific



gueg_ions and se-king a better ,understanding of the

less obvious aspects cif the situation =fit' s in this

,category that this research belongs. Taking dealinih g

olments as given, taking:the demographic patterns

as given, nd,takimg reduced" needs for teachers and

schools as given; hew will declinIng enro rlrents affect

one very specific;, part.of the relationship between=
teachers and their bbai \ds -- namely, the collective

bargaining of,ter s and cnditibns of employment? In

other words, when teacher and board representatives

Sit down at.the bargaining table to renew' and revise

their, agreements , how will declining enrolmentsLff"e-t-

what they bargain about, what they ask for, and how

they bargain?

In, answering these ions, I will firs

cuss briefly why this is an interesting problem,

least from my point of view, narnelY,that of someone

interested in-problems of collective bargaining.

Second, I will define in more specific terms just

what the research:problem:is. Having done that, I'll

discuss the methodology of the research, and .then

nave .on to report the findings. After an analysis of

those findings, I'll consider some of the broader

impliCations of effects of dec ining enrolments on

collective bargain g, eSpecial y of conditions Of

employMeAt.

To begin with, there are a numb r of reasons why



thi an interesting problem.. Probably the _ cst

important reason ft-.that most importdnt of all reasons:

money. IThe re are 'cost implication q- in the collective

bagai ing of conditions of ermployment, particularly

ose that relate to declining enrolments. Often,

these are difficult for the public to see, and conse-

tly publi_ support for one side Or the other in

ateacher-boardd4put

believable interPret- 1 n f those cost

Afteti'ller reason, for an interest in the pra

teacher-board bargaining under declining enrcln{ents is

that deals with largyer issu the general relation-

hinge on an effective and

ship between tea&hers aad their employers. What happens

ta-t- -t'elationship under stressful-Conditions? Are

teacher s likely to becohe more Anil it-nt, is thete

n to the older "el voted

professional" model of employer-employee relationship?

Other reasons are perhaps of more interest to

those who look at collective bargaining from a theoreti-

perhaps a tendency to

cal perspective. Vhat happens tolDargaining effective-

mess in conditions such as those teachers and boards
.naw face? Is it mae difficult to .bargain non-monetary

iss es so that both sides feel satisfied with the out-

co_e , Is it easier to make conceSsions,,t vomit

alienate. or anger one'p constituency the taxpaying

public the board's bargaining comnittee; the rank-

and-Ifile teachers for the teachers' neg_t ions? What



kin& Of t -de-offs between mone ark and non-moneta

issues-ere likely to -emerge?

Aut,before any of- ,these aspects of the research

problem -a:n be addressed, we first haNA-to'fade a basic-

Oestion:- What exactly is happening when teachers, and

/boards. bargain conditions of employment and

enrolments? It is is question that thej-esearch

first'faces..

declining

4 .

- What,, then is the research problem in specific

terms? It can be summarized in the following four

questions':

1) In the ,eachex-board collective bargaining system

in. which condition-of-e ployment clauses

are most relevant to declining enrolments?

How do these clauses relate to the specific

interests of teachers -a=nd boar

3) What trends can be observed in the existence and

content 9f these clauses over the past three years.

What trends can we predict for the near future?

To answer these questions I have made use of a

number of interviews conducted With- te chess, board

members, and administrators inlved in bargaining in

the Toronto area. I have also obtained statistical

data from the Education -lations,Commissioh (whose

help I would particularly like to acknowledge) . The

.EJRC, as it is known, is charged with overseeing and

assisting teacher-board-collective ba aining in tie



province. In ,addition to Statisti-aainformation,

li have also-made, use

of, teacher-board ac

nographs.Apd clause summaries

_ents in Ontario pbblishedhaV

the EIC. Finally, the re earth T r -rt he e makes

use of_ some previous work' don the Comm ion on

Declining Enrolments.

Now let us turn the :`fir I will repdr

these findings in two parts. The first part will dis-

-cuss what conditions -oi -em ployment clauses have

relevance for declinina enrolrelents and why : In the

second,,,,pa t, will exami,ne tht inc dence and pA-

visions of these-clauses, comparing across, the three

major teachers' collective- bargaining in the
provinoe:,, the Ont rio Secondsarl c1 ooi Te _chere%

Federation for higli school teachers, both the Federa-

Lion of Women Teachers' Associations of Ontario and

the Ontario 'Public SChool Men Teachers' FederatiOn

nr'the public sdhOolS, the -Ontario English aandlic

Teache Association for separate school teachers.

CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYME T CLAUSES

Within Ontario there is substantial variation

among conditio -euplo14nent clauses in teacher-
.,

b7a d collective agreements. =The, differences are

based on (2) the matters which are included' in the

agreements .(comprehenSiveness ) and *(2) the nature

of the provisions themselves, (_pecificity and alter:-

native,stinulations). From the poin of view of

c



sahool,board e significance of these differences

is, first, that ttiey often have direct- cost implications

and second, that they often- affec=t the anount cof. flexi-

bility a board may have in dealing with staffing as

enrollments decline. general, the less flexibility,

thegreater the costs are 11Kely. to be fora board ,

since it may not be able to Staff with maximum effi-

ciency.. On the 4ther hand, from the point 'of view of

the teachers, the more restrictions the greater the
u_

otedtion of te- _s' rights jobs, and welfare.
a. 4.

11i s confli ct between na_ age e flexibillity and

7tednang corgts an the one hand and {jab Protection

teachers on the other, is evident in many of the argu-
,

ments: that both sides bring to the bargainlng table

.when, discussing,,_conditions of employment:

turn ,noW to a description of those clausb8 most

relevant to declining enrOlments:. Vhevalduses i will

discuss are grouped into two categpries: those re-

lated to -tAffing'needs and hose releVant to staffing

f. eibility.

SEalfin- Needs Clauses

Staffing needs. the number of teachers and

ancillary personftel'(including prIn_ipals, vice-

principals, librarians," aides, teaching assitarts,
resource pers_ors, counsellors, coesultants, and other

para-prote sionals) required bS' a board to carry out

its educational pro are largely determined by



the number of students. (Other fa tors such as avail-

able faailitieS and-programs to be offered are not

often significant bargaining itens.) TwO kinds cif

clauseS affect staffing requirements directly by tying

needs to the.number of st dents. The first is _pupil-

. .teacher ratio clauses; the seco d is clauses ling

with class size'.

Pu ii-teacher ratios are calculated by dividing

the number of studen4,(often the number of equivalent

full-time enrolments on a pedific day of the school

ydrar) by tAe number of teahinTar6 certain other non-

teaching staff. The resulting figure_ is used to deter-

mine the number of staff a boarclis.required to employ

a-liven: umber of students_ The lower the- ratio,

the more staff a board must hire,. and the greater its

staffing costs,. By lowering the ratio through colective

-bargaining, t- cherscan either maint n the number, of

teachers a board requires, or at lBeet reduce the nue-
.

ber of teachers to be laid off When enrolment decline:

About a third (36t) of the most recent ag___

the province conLinPTR clauses, and these show vide

variations in Content and specificity. Some, for

examp e, state only,that.no change in, the existing

ratio will be made. ,Others mention a specific'ratio,

but treat it only as

others give a ratio which the board

under the terms of the, agreement.. Cla

guideline fel the 'board. Still,

is required to m-et_

which are
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only guiddlines give boards mo e rflexbility, and.giv

teachers correspondingty less protection.

Besides the mandatory-guideline digtinction, other

kinds of'variationcan'also be found. Some agreements
a ,

include only a &ingielatio; others have several ratios
. -...,

for different types
1
of prbqradis or dif4rent types of.

persOnnel; ( ,4 librarians, vice-principals, etc.

different needs (e.g., opening a new school). The

more ratios, the less the board's flexibility since

waist apply each ratio withi=n a smaller subset of

teachers. Put anothe,r way, multiple ratios give boards
4

less room-to manoeuvre. PTR clauses also vary in

whether they specify an exact ratio or a rangp.

They differ too in te rmS df the-unit to which the

ratio is applied (e.g., an entiretdchobl distric t, or

each individual: hool). Again, the 3reater the spec i7

ficity (greatest with exact ratios applied to indivi

dual schools) the less flexibility a board has.

Finally, agreements -also vary in, terms of who is.

included 'the calculation of the timber of "teachers".

Librarians and para-professionals", fbr exa=mple, are

specifically included in some cases and excluded in

others. The more inclusive the definition of "teacher'

the greater the, options open to a board. For example,

it might be possible to et staffing ratio by laY-

ingt off art extra librarian rather than endin an

existing proara



Class_size'appears to be a less amhigUoils .dete

minant of Staffing needs than the pupil-teacher ratio

since it deals only with classrooM teachers. There

are some complexities in its calculation (s e'.Ryan

and Greenfield, 1975), but they do not- significantly,

affect the analySis of flexibility and job protedtion

implications of class size clauSes.

size is determined by dividing the number of students

Basically', class

by the number of crassroom teachers teaching dt any
%

given time. The lower the glass size spedification,

.

the more teachers aboard must -mploy, Abut one

quarter (23 %) of Ontario teacher -board agreements

contain.class size clauses, which is fewer thah the

one third cOntaining PTRs. The variati3On in specifi-
.

ti,ty and alternative: s-tip lations

grelt. 'Nevertheless, there

likewise not as

a. e some important dif-,

ferenes with implications for bdth boards' staffing

flexibility and .teachers' job.protection'in'theil,ace

of defining enrolments.

s is the case for pupil- teacher ratios, the

clauses dealing with class size vary in the degre to

idhicOthey directly restrict the board's flexibility.

At one end-of the scale are, those olauSes-vhich contain

only a vague statement-Of intent to maintain a class'

size level consistent, with quality education. Others

specify a patticulak figureLbuttreat it only as a

guidenne for the board. Still others regard a given



Class size figure as mandatory. Clearly, the amount

f flexibility open to boards to deal with unexpected

decreaSes in enrolment varies widely.. Another impor7

tan-Ldifferenee is whether the class size figure is

-10 -nted as a- makimumor an average. Atiaverage

offers much 'mare flexibility, since i.t places no

upper boundaries on-the size Of a given class. This

-means that staffing changes, May be made-which teMpor-

arily give e.teache-

asp

e- :elativell;'large classes,

-

Would be the cane in smaller schools with fewer

staff( 'among whom to spread the "e*tr "pupils a

iterminated teacher.-
,

T whose clauses specify

maximum ,class size don't itflow this degree of flexi-

bility. ,Cons quently, an "average" size provision is.

much_ More 1: -ly to result in more efficient staffing,

partictilarly in mailer schools, although at some
, -

pdtential cost t education quality. (An7alternative

shift the tra pupils to another school, a

strategy Which has its ownI mostlypolitical, diffi
,

culties.

n two other respects related to board flexibility,,

class size clauses are sijnilar to pupil-teacher ratios.

First, a few clausps pedify only a single class size

figure. However, the majority stipulate mutliple

class sizes, based on grade level fok elementary school

or subject area for secondary schools Second, the.

unit to which the class size applies may be either each

1



individual school in the system, or the entire dis-

trict. In general, the.greater the specificity (it

is most with,multiple sizes to individual

sbhools) , the fewer he options open to a boardnd
A

th'greater the protecti for teacher .

The questiOn of job protection for teachers is,

however, somewhat more complicatpd than it first seems

both PTR and class' size provisions. The highly

.specitic clauses that protect teachers against-arbi-

trary cost-cutting _sures by boards in times of

stable enrolment also provide boards with justifi-

cati-1 fur immediately Cutting staff when enrolments,

acid _L3 staffing needs, decline, From the point of

view of Luc:Icier negotiators, then, adding staffing

clauses tc contract, or making more specific those
A

already in the agreement, is a step to be-appr ached

with cauti It must be weighed again._ the Si

bility of lowering -the PTR or class size limit if-this

becciites necessary to protect teachers' jobs:

Finally, it should be noted that relatively few

agreements in Ont.: on=ly. 13% contain both PT

and class size provisions. Consequently, some com-

fgarison of PTR and class size implications is useful.

)
Briefly, amass ' clauses provide Treater. restrictio-

to staffing ibifity than do PTR clauses of equal

specificity. This is becau:se tly deal with a smaller

proportion of the total staff only clan

it



teachers. A PTR pause, on the other hand, allows a

board to make staffing cuts in either teaching or non-

teaching areas.

Let us now look at some pf the ,trends' in PTR and

class size ,provisions its in the past three

years 'for each type of agree --t el_emen.tary , secon-

dary, and separate . (Some 15 agreements from other

boards (e.g., remote areas and Canadian Forces bases)

have been excluded from the analysis. Of the 200 pos-

sible agreements each yea- one is unavail'able for

1976-77, and fourteen for 1977-78.)

We will first examine changes in the incidence of

ETH and class size clauses (Table 1). Looking at pupil-

teacher ratio clauses first, we see that in the 1975-7

agreements, the percentages of agreements with PTR

prov-ions were 22% for elementary agreements, 32

for secondary Agreements, and 10% for separate school

agreements. (This pattern is one which recurs of

in the analysis of -c ditic s-of---ployment clauses:

the secondary teachers in the most advantageous post

tion, followed by thelenentary teacher and the

sep,p school teachers least well off.) In the

following year, 1976-77, each group managed to increase

the incidence of PTR clauses about another ten percent,

but the 1977-78 agreements show only small e-

ments: another 7% for secondary teacher=-, 3% for ele-

mentary, and a loss of 1% for separate school teachers=

ti
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TABLE. 1. Percentage of Agreements with PTR and
Class Si ze. Clauses.

PTR

1975-76 1975-77 1977-78

Elementary 22% (75) 31% (75) 34% '?71)

Secondary 76) 42% (76) 49% (71)

Separate 10% (48) 19% (48) 18% (44)

Class

Elowfadry l(=6 (76) 20% (75) 24% (71)

20% (76) 22% (16) 30% (71)

separate 10% (48) 9% (44)
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The overall picture is much the same for class

size provisions. The three groups.have naintakned

the same order secondary, elementary, separate --

and over the three years'their gains have also sho

the same order: 10% for secondary agreeme=nts, 8%

elementary agreements, and a

separate school agreements.

H--ever, the mere inclusion of a PTR or class

f about 1%

size clause in an agreement is riot, by itself, a suf-

ficient indicator of how declining enrolments are

affecting bargai-ling outcomes. Two alternatives are

to e Gamine= the "strength" the claUSS .e., the

thiqt are mandatory rather than gnat

IlneS),

a size=s

of (Many_ le the stipulated tatiob

}or the perL:unta(jes of ail ayreementa Lavtny

IR:=1,LA _Lit)/ PTti ulcauSe'6, t_ht!
A

the iici d euee of suLAI clauses (Table 4). The now

order of secondary, elenentary, aid separate

=d61. Of the three yearS. Inagreements holds

addi ton, the s-- ndary teachers made the largest gains,

sing the percentage of mandatory clauses from

29% to 46% for a gain of 17 points. The elementary

teachers' percentage increased 14%, and the separate

school agreements showed a decline of 3%. For PTR

clauses, t=hen, this measure of the "strength"

clauses roughly paralleis,their incidence

1 .,

-f such



JABLI0,W Percentage of Agreemen,tS with aL da-

PTR

n_tar

Se c«

separate

Ciasa

berg

ara Ea

PTR and Class Size Clauses.

1975-76 197 1977-78

(76) 31% (75) 54%.(71).

29% (76) 42% (76) 46 % \(71)

(48) 10% (48) (44)

/1:- (16) 7t) i% (71)

(7t 30% (71)

4% (48) .48) 2% (44)
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However, for the "strength" of class size claws

'in teacher-board agreements, the picture is strikingly

different. The percentage of agreements with manda

toty class size clauses has remained Loa, never stir-

'passing 10%, and no trends are app,:, 2nt over the three-

year period.

Since PTR clauses tend
boards more staE-

ling flexibility than class size clauses, the con 1--

,sion must be that staffing size provisions have

_e:strdcted boards' flexibilitl as much as the ncidence

of

teahers have made
te

mandatory PTR clai

h clauses night first su

substantial gains

although seed_

with respect to

Ile actual
changes i n PTI and class

ilnuts. that is most relevant to declining eutolnents,

huweve

to L

In order best to mitigate the e tests of

students on staffing needs', t -hers would have

-gain lower PrTR and class size limits. Unfor-

tunately, only partial data are available to examine

.,---
such changes in the-past three years. We are limited

-here to those
agreMents'haing a single (rather h n

multiple) PTP rati,9 or class size limit. Nevertheless,

the c-mparisons are highly suggestive.
For each of

the two transitions (th3t is bet_w en 1975 -76 and

\l976-77 agreements, ar between 1976-77 and 1977-7

z=,greements

with specific PrR and/or class size figures had
agreement I determined wheat propor__
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crease decreases, or remained the s-anle The

results are-surprising. For the first tra siton

period, 71% of the 14 elementary agreements for ich

6

limits were available showed a decline in PTR and

class size limits. However, between the 1976-77 and

1977-7 agr_ -nts, the percentage showing lower PTR

and class size limi dropped to 45 (of 20 agreempnts)

it appears that the elementary board negotiators were
7

getting todlt r, and were a.uch less wilring to lower

PTRs'and class si

The secondary teachers were much less successful

than their elementary counterparts in bargaining lower

limits . In 1976-77 only 12% of the 8 available agree-

went showed a decline from the preceding year, but in

the following year the, figure climbed to 241t (of 17) ,

jt 11 substantially below the elementary teachers'

gains. Ns well, it should he noted that 3 aqr

increases!

no deciln

The rate school teachers,showed

PTR or class size limits in 1976-77

1 agr and one out of three agreements avail-

able for ai-Lys.ls had ati decline in 1977-78.

The conclusion t drawn from this part of the

analysis (bearing in mind the data limitation ',noted

above) , is that elementary teachers have been most

successful in combating declining enrolments with

declining PURs'and class sizes. However, the elementary

board negotiators appear to be taking tougher stand
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on this issuer as their secondary and separate school

,counter-parts have done.

Other evidence of board firmneSs the bargain=

ing table found in the number of agreements with
LK

multiple ratios. As discussed above, multiple PTR,

ratios mean greater specificity, and'consequentlyvore

restrictions on boards' flexiloility. In fact, the

number of aq ements,with multiple ratio is c

large, and is declining. It was-13 in 1975-76 (with

11 of ose in seconddey school agreements), 12,in'

1976-77 and 1]_ in 1977-78.

Class i.ze restrictions expressed as maxiimS,

instead of ave r ige or ranges, also reduce boa

flexibility and maximize teachers' job pLo ection.

Heir ay in, we find relatively few agreements with

class size ovi-s ns just 14 in the pro-

vince, of which 12 are secondary . NO trends are

tont

holding firm he as
0-

with Iespre L tc staffing needs clauses in yet

then, that while the incidence of such clau-

ast three years; seem to

\
sugge-its that teacher negotiators are making substan-

fiat gains at the bargaining table, an analy ispkf the

content of these clauses shows that boards have been

successful in maintaining a high degree of flexitiil

with respect to determining staffing needs.
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Staffing P16xibil ity CLaues

Let us turn now to-the second,type of conditioncondition-

of-emp1onent.c1auses f see as being'relevant to declin-_

ing enrolments: staffing flexAoilify. The majority

of teadher-board collective agreements contain clauses

pertaining to surplus and redundant teachers -- those
,

whose seces arenp loner requ ed, 'nese clauses

-affect directly the ease and -flex bility with which

boards can respond to declining staff_needs as resultr
of deoirRing enroirnents. As well, they:prblect'the

Leaching staff by stipulating- criteria for deterInining,'

and prcCedures for dealing with,=surpl_us teachers. In
P

addlL iii A, IIUILtbL of_cjLe.itielit contain mdricAyement

4Jubes wflich reaffirm Llit L ijfit ut boaldS Lu

1_, 111 .1t,v6 hUt jovred by the cullecLive clyreemnt_

eficr_t,,L Ut Litse claussjis bynbolic.

the lss, _lei': iiicic1encc xs d reflection of bow_ds .

with tdfr1hl=J flexibility.

:1_,Irplus-r-_--:dundancy clauses are ardoug the most

4

iinpoItdrit Lit thoe icAevant Lu enrolments.

Tti tiu Larin S suiplw7i and redundancy -- have some-
,

what different meanings in different ,collective agree

ments. To avoid making unnecessary dis tirtcti --, I

will use the terms interchangeably to mean that d
"--

tacher1s services are no longer neede0 as a result

uf either declining enrolments or the termination of

a course or progran. Clauses dealing with surplus
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teachers occur in 75% of the c

ments The amount

is very great,

ent collective agree-
,

n found in these clauses

At the two extremes, -some agrebotrients

merely state that the boarrd shall "peruse, consider,
4.

and decide" matters relevant to surplus teachers, while

i,__e _irms whi 4 teachersother clauses ify

- A

shall first be declared redundant in the event

suroldss, and what alternative cpLions'are to be made

availabl tc such teachers, often _ _ending over

several years.

irT'wo types of ,t ar:1 s-rodundancy clauses bear on

the question of bbard fie_ bility. The first type

- -lining who is La be declared

J.ploy

iiid1#it criterid t-- d

suiplu. The .$econd specifies options

Leact =--

slier - _ ald aqieel vary widel in the type

and number of faa tars to be taken into account in decid-
,___

inq who is redundar Seniority is by far- the, most

common criterion. It is --__Ationed in over 9th of the

surplus-redundancy clau-- s. The. other major factors

in approximate order of their use are qualifications

university degr-eq), type of contract (perma-

nent CL probationary), and subject area taught. IW

g eral, the ettc,ct of -rta, including senior i

for determining which teachers are to be declared

dundanE is to limit boaP f lekila l i ty and_xedUce poten-

tial salary savings. the ofher hand, thesr! criteria
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for the most part fer some prof ection to teachers

who might otherwise be subject to the arbi

decisions of a co scious board.

y

More important for staffing flexibility are these
IP

previsions which specify options available to surplus

teachers. Many of these opt-t5Irs entail diryt or

indirect 60s,tsifbr.- boa-d, and thus remove

the Prospect

reductions.

iate savin

r reduce

as a result- of staff
HOWever determining the cost implications

of the options available Lp pi s teaches s compli-

catcd-by their variation, namber:e a d sequential _nature.

L example-, a teache t: may apply feu,- a trans if he

a- cJ neat It tlris uw_ve iz uns ctul,
he may cicept eiLlier a sevriAncu oi at one\.

,o=, tull scicry) 110)

A

P PO ten ol I-- may be Offered letrainitg with

.

LI n Wu yar a position

vcAilable; or lac' may to a lc v0 of foi

tolluwed by ci alter the SevoicAnce allOwa1-__ or--

one year as a purIncifient supply Le tcher=

The procedure with the greatest cvltt,A

board s outright termination . Notice of termination

must normally given, although the-period ranges

from --)L_ monL to "- at least onc= year". The longer the
.

notice peric 1, the the restriction of the

hoard's flo l I ity. Further c k -2!ping a surplus

teacl hni on staff for an additional year might_
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relatively expensive proposition compared to other

Granting a leave of absence (though not

giving a teacher priorityusually the final -failD) or

for supplytteaching also lead to clear, savings for a

board.

r of options provide lesser sayings.

Among them is ditpla el -nt: a teacher with more

seniority "bumps" one with less and so on, so that

the teacher with the lent seniority and the lowest

salary is most likely to be terminated. Reduced say-
. ...7_,

ings? a so accrue to boards from options which return

tb the redundant-teacher a portion of the p(.5tential

salaiy savings. The most comm- such provisions are

sabbatievl leaves (tor which boards generally pay some

regular salary), and severance allowancespruput

(usually leSs

veLy,

than sabbatical allowances ) _ ` Alterna-,

Jarcs may pay some portion of

salary tiny retraining period.

Vi -11y, a number of surplus red

may yive b and s no ilimuediate savings

teache

staffing f.W ibil ity considerably vacancies do occ

Priority transfer (to an open po Tion), priority re-

location Imoyi g bavk from t tra t ion when an

opening occurs in the original se , and ty

roe 11 (returntng to Leach I when an ---oling occurn)

all_ imply lh a teach hats pr i tor a

V (I C fir= position might etherwitie hove
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anding a smaller salary. Another option --

that of placing a teacher on pe anent supply teaching

at his same salary -:- has a similar effect, since

supply teachi_ might otherwise be done part-time at

less cost. In this case, howver, the appointment is

usually for a - lir Iited period of time

The unde- yi -4 problem in surplus-redundancy optic'

lies in balancing ctors: (1) the necessity

keeping schooling costs at a reasonable level and

2) simple justice for those person*7 whose services

no longer a needed. Many of

have been negotiated in the prov
JP.

h tc,i both 1 6S oild

tAlt,A1

rolt ohd teas(inable b,Alauee!=

le

agreemen

s1

sfrow i rual

laVe, thl Liiiyti

to achieve a

licAL;jainluq

way Utinq is a -a- of some speculation, but it ttould

be cleat upLions

ted with

Hill I Ly -

surplus teachers stir. uid he

!And concern tor L h tetteheus

A4(!Int__ oiler no rests Ictions
cw

Lo hootthi c t,lic i tsars u what is already cep licit in LI_

agreement. In this regard they f ilow fradllAc-

aLlon2 practice by dee i ny t I it re f;

dual Fll'it:1; ovei t4hose matters nOt- udod ri

ci r e c trit'tJ. fie with the IP As thoy clri

t h Ivo 11i r°c,c n,tgemcm t I I t x i. 1 i I y irri131 is it:icinti

; i nut. f-ho i t Ihn;eni.`r' \.\101.1 1 d chan(jo 7 t I, 11(A_ voi-,
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management rights clauses do have syMbolic ignifi-

cance as a sign that boards are concerned about

retaining administrative-flexibility.
, . , ,,,,

Let us turn now to an analysis of trends in the
. , kl

conditions-of-employment-tlauses related .to staffing

flexibility. When we look at the incidence of agree-

ments containing S-Urplus-redundancy provisions of any

type (Table 3), we see that th ears ago, in the

1975-,76 agreements, secondary teachers had the greatest

inAdence of such clauses 67% while both the

elementary and .re.parate teachers had such clauses in
P

about 40% of their contracts. Since then, the trend

hab been Lo iner-eabe their Ocidence and teduce4the

aiuuliq the gLoups. Separate school agree-

1L01,4 jRjw thu IIIHhefnL 111,Adlice Ot sUrpluS-
,'

redundancy provisionb; 861 - The proportion tor

secondaLy agreements is about Liao- -q_arfers, and for

elementary agreementH about two-thirds, In general,

then, the figures indicaLe dramatic increases ill- the

jideriCe of surplus-redunyancy provisions, parti
cularly for separ ihucl agreements=

These rather noticeable trends suggest that

teachers have invested most of their efforts as the

bargaining table in surplus7redundJacy rather than in

tboseclauses related to staffing needs. This is not

reOly surprising, since surplus and redundancy are the

arty in which the effects of declining enrolments-
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TABLE 3. Percent of AgreeMents with Surplus-
Redundancy and Management Rights

ry Provisions

1975-76

Surplus7Redundanc

Elementary :42% (76)

Secondary 671 (76)

Separate- 38% (48)

Management Rights

Elementary 24% (76)

Secondary 25% (70

Separate 171 (4

1976-77 '1.977-78

63% 75)

74% (76)

67% (48)

-1-i'(75)

48% (48

68% (71)

7 (71)

86% (44)

14% 62)

37% (62)

61% (34)



will be felt the

thatteachers have beep more concernedyith who will-
.

be declared si.iplus and what to ao when teachers are

surplus rather than with increasing the demand for

positions Ao as to prevent or reduce redundancy

Before this conclusidn can be accepted, however,

one would be wise to examine the actual .content of the

surplus-redundancy provisions-. As far as .Ientifying

surplus teachers is concprned, senidtity-is,the'basic'

factok with cost and fiekibility implications for

boards. It appears in almost all agreements having a

surplus'-redundancy provision, so teacher '!gains" appear

equally divided among the three types of agreements;

However, /he situation with respect` to options avail-

able to surplus teachers is quite a different matter.

Among the options discussed above, some were seen
4

to have potentially greater costs for boards than others.

Let'us examine (Table 4) the trends for those three

with the greatest cost implications for boards: pay

ing a severance allowance to redundant.teachers,, giving

them a sabbatical leave, or prbviding a retraining

allowance. These figures paint a very different pictUre

'indeed compared to the .statistics for the incidence of

surplus-redundancy clauses. The most su-p_j_sing find-

g is that not,a single separate school agreement con-

tains even one of these three options -- even though

separate school agreements have the largest proportion



TABLE
Content. of

SurplusRedundancy Provisions:Percentage of
AgreementsWith Option.

Elementary

,Secondary

Separate

Sabbatical

lementarY,

Secondaiy'

Se ate

4
.

Retraining Alio an

Elementary

Secondary

Separate

1975-76
1976-7q

20% (76) 21%

30% (76)

0 (48)

1977-=78

(76)

(48)

76)
(75)

11% (76)
(76)

(48) 0 (48)

(76) ,12%.(75)

11% (76) 26% (76)

0 (48) ,0- (48)

23

34% (71)

0 (44)

1 (71)

6 (71)

0 (44)

24%- (71)

0 (44)
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with some form of surplus-redundancy clause. About
fifth of the elementary agreemen and a third of

the secondary ones contain severance allowance pro-
visions, with no tr over the past. three years.
The number of agreemen s providing for sabbatical
leaves for redundant teachers is small, and has been

,
declining slowly.- It now stands At-One elementary and
four secondary.agreem nts, With respect to retrain-
ing allOwancesf

both.elementary and secondary agree-
ments showed a moderate improvement Vwo years ago,
but have levelled off since then: the elementary,

agreements at about.one eighth, the secondary at about
one quarter of all agreements containing. retraining

allowance provisio s.

Overall, we must conclude- that the,increasing,'
incidence of sdrplus-kedundancy clauses in the pro-
vince does not entail the increased s s foOpoard-s

the improvements in options for teachers, one
Might at first expect. This, is most.dramatically
.shown by the case of separate schobl agreements which
have the

highest-proportion of such clauses, yet- -t
4a single one- Of which includes proVisions tor severance/

allowance, retraining leave, or sabbatical.

However, one trend dOes indidate that ?afters :

are not totally
pessimistic-from the teachers p6int

of view. the more options available to redundant

teachers, the easier will be the impact of declining
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ssion. Such poSsibilities as

priority transfer and relocation and priority recall,

can help ease the burden'ofsurplus teachers Teacher

negotiators have-been successful_ in increasing the

number_ of such. options (if not the numbers of-those

With major costs to boards, as discussed above). ,Here,

however, the differenCes among teacher groups are very

evident (Table 5) In their 1975-76 agreeMentS, the

percentage of secondarycOntracts with more than t.1

options open to redundant teachers was 24%. It is_
,

now 56 Three years ago!just one elementary agree-

ment contained more than two options: for surplus

teachers That rose to three in 19767'77, and is now
A

32% of all elementary agreements. The separate school

teachers have yet to register substantial gains'in

this area - on1T two contracts have more than two

options but following the trend-of the elementary

and secondary teachers, we can perhaps expect an

increasing number of such options in the next year

or two. In general, however, we must say that teac_

board bargaining of ednditions-Of ..employment has, not

yet shown any substantial gains in the incidence of

cladses likely to dec -r'e e significantly boards.' sta

find flexibility in times of declining enrolmentS,

despite what boards might claim and the media suggest.
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TABLE 5- .Peroentage of Alreements with Two. or More
Options for Red ndan eacilers.

1975-,76

1% (76)

1976-

Seoondar'y

4% 75)

24% 76)

(48)

1977 -78-

32% 71)

5 (71)

5% (44)



FUTURE NEGOTIATIONS

In the final part of this, paper I consider in -

a brief and somewhat speculative fashion the poSsible

effects of several factors on teachers' and boards'

outcomes.future negOtiation strategy
A

lar, faCus on the bargaining of conditions of employ-
.

particu-

ment in the immediate future. These remarks assume

that enrolments will continue to declinecand'that the

supply of teachers 'though decreasing, will continue to

be greater than the demand. The 'factors- whose-effects

-are discussed include: the end of controls, the

Canadian economy, teachers' self-image, bdard type,

and the Education. Relations Commission.

Wage and ice controls have exerted e consider-

able dampening effect on the salary settlements won

4
by teachers in their negotiations with' ibcal boards.

.It would not be unreasonable to predict that the-end

of controls will bring a resurgence of teacher - interest

in monetary gaihs and fringe benefits,at the expense

of interest in conditions of .emPloyment:. However,

there, are several re oils to b lieverthat this will

not be the First, teachers have not subs tan,_

tiallyimproved their conditions-of-employment pro-

visions during the Controls period, as the analysis

above testifies. There is still a great deal of 'work

to be done, and increasing motivation for doing it as

enrolments drop. Thus, declining enrolments themselves
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should serve to keep- a -ehtion focused on conditions-

1-f-employment clauses.

A.t heir provincitl Collective bargainkig. forum

-held in Toron fall of 1977, the Ontario English.

Catholic,- 'leachers' AssoCiation approved a number of

position statements on bargaining objectives during-

the coming year, One tatement-proposed as a goal a

class size andlor PTR clause in every agreeement.

Other recommdations included a reductioh in the size

of classes and the pupil-teacher ratio, the inclusiOn
.,.

of sehlority,based proceetres for declaring redundancy,
. 4,- !;---.

, J
t' f

and guaranteed privity recall in every agreement.
r-#

-A number of btherproposais also demonstrated aware-

ness of the declining enrolments lem. Signifi-

cantly, not a single recommendation eaft directly

with salary increases.

(Parenthetically, because it is generall ack4ow-

ledged to he more-difficult to mount strikes over bon-
,

Salary issues, it would not be Surprising to See

teacher strikes remremain at a fairly low, rate until

monetary,issues are foremost again. Paradoxically,

some boards might be more willing now than in the past

tc'grantsalarYincreasesinreturnthrmrecontrol
over staffing, in orderPbetter to deal with enrolment

changes.),

A second reason not to expect teachers'. emphasis

o be on monetary issues is that public opinion.in



\Ontario against pre-controls salary increases was so

great that teachers are still looking for ways to

regain public support. Fighting for improved condi-

tions Of employment which may.also improve the quality

of education ( g. smaller classes) offers such

possibility, For eXample in last-year's dispute in

Peel, secondary teachers sent a brochure to each home

emphasiZing that although salary concerns were part;

of the dispute, the main issue wasclass size. In

particular, they stressed that Pee had among the

worst "pupil-staffing" ratios,and class size ratios

in he province. SiMilarly, elem ntary teachers in

Waterloo recently announced publi ly that hey would

not seek-.a pay raise this coming y_ would

main satisfied with their present cost -of- living

alrowance. To Summarize, despite the lifting of wage

and price controls, it appears that salaries and

fringe benefits will not displace the redent attention

given to conditions'of employment-at the bargaining

table.
q

The economic situation in Canada is also relevant

to the strategy of futUre teacher -board negotiations.

recovery continues to be sluggish and inflation

continues at its present rate, one might expect that

teachers would press for increased income protection

through higher salaries, full_folded-in cost of living

allow- ces, and more generous fringe benefits.



However, with declining enrolments teachers are faced

with a need for job protection as well as income pro-

tection. It seems likely that job .protection will

take preced nee.: In particular,- the economic situation

and h g unemployment rates hav[meant that alarnatiVe

;
jobs outside thd teaching profesSion are scarce. This=

reinforces the desire to, preserve pdsitions within

the field. Further, thesize and scople_of their

federations and associations, their embattled pro-
,

fessional image, and their reactions to public.criti-

cisms probably all contribute to a generl. feeling-of-

cohesion among teachers that tends to emphasize

taining jobs as an intangible common good. The economic

.situation, Itllan,,Ishould not necessarily 1 ad,to a

greater emphasis on economic issues in teacher-board
S

bargaining:.

Teachers' -pelf -image vis-a-vis their school boards,

has changed in recent years from that of a "professional"

to an "employee" in an employer - employee relationship

(Kervin, 1977). With this change has come anjnterest

in_gaining further control over their conditions

employment through the collective bargaining process

rather than individual consultations with .c ool

administrators. In 1975 Bill 100 opened a door to

the inclusion of working conditions in teacher - board

bargaining, and there seems to be no lessening of

teachers' concern with these issues. The teachers'
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view.of themselves as "employees ", then, seems to be

contributing to a continued interest bargaining

conditions of employment, part,icularly since these

issues are relatively pew in most school districts

in the provin far as collective agreements

concerned,

are

Board type, ( elementary, secondary, separate) seems

to be plated the bargaining 'of working conditions

in two Contradi- ry ways. First, the data examined.

.aboVe suggest tha secondary teachers, through the

Ontario S-onda y Sdhool Teachers' Federation (OSSTF)

have made and will continue to make the greatest gains

in negotiating conditions ofloyment. ! Separate

school teachers, through the Onta -io Engli- Catholic

Teachers' Association.(0ECTA), seem to be accomplish-

ing the least, and elementary teachers occupy an inter-

mediate pos tion- If these differences are due

the relative-bargaining power of teachers in the three

systems, they will probably continue for the immediate

future. However, a second process related to the dif-

frential rate of decline in enrolments between separ-

,-f

ate end public schools may bring about a different

result. Evidence indicates that separate schools have

been *less subject to declining enrolments than public

schools (Rideout et al.,, 1975) but that the differences

are no creasing. This means thaMpressu e for job

iprotec ion has been less in separate schools, which
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explains at least in part the differences in bargaining

"success". Furthermore, public schools'have repre-

ser:Efan alternative if not often used) job market

for separate school teachers, thus reducing the

pressure even more. (The reverse alternative is,' of

course; not generally open to school teachers.)

However, accelerating -nrolMent declines in the separ-

ate schools, together with the disappearance of alter-

native jobs in the public schools, Should now increase

the pressure on separate school teachers to improve

their own job security.:1 For these two reasons, separ-

ate school agreements y soon show substantial teacher

gains in the inciden and content of conditions-of-

employment clauses related to-declining-enrolments.

1f this occurs, ..the present' gap between separate and

4
secondary agreements may be reduced.

Finally, the EducatIon'Relations Co ission (ERC)

through its activities related to teacher-board nego-

tiations ay have a substantial effect on the bargain-

ing of conditions-of-employment clauses. The Commis on

sends data, statistics sample clauses and othe

material describing .and summarizing all Ontario:p

teacher board agreements to all' boards and teacher

districts in the province. As teachers and boards

become increasingly aware f the nature and content

of other agreements, one would'' expect increasing

sure towards homogeneity of provisions, particularly
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at the least Costly ex trer,e. Whether, or not this

pressure would be as great for conditions of employ-

ment las-for salary and fringe benefit items- is not

readily apparent\ On the one ha 'salary comparisons'

among agreements are much easier to make. Classroom'

,teache- s are more likely to be aware of, the percentage

increase or.maximum salary won by another digtrict

than the wording of a surplus-redundancy provision.

This argues for less homogeneity of- working conditions

'clauses. On the other hand, conditions of employment

are less.subject to the "local" factors that maintain

salary differentials among distticts, such as cost-

f- living differences, historical relationships, and
6

availability of alternative employment. A

working conditionS might be more homogeneous across

the province. In any event, it seems likely that any

pressures for homogeneity the ERC generate011eill'result

in teachers seeking to match the gains made by the

"pattern-setting" districts with the most favourable

conditions of employment, while the boards are more

likely to adopt a "status -quo" stance rather than

proposing-less generous provisions and terms. (As

the tables abo- indicate, management rights is the

only area to Show substantial board 'gains" for all

three agreement types.) Consequently the incidence

and specificity of conditions--f-employment clauses

may increase somewhat asc- result of the EC within
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all Lire groups (secondary, elementary, and separate).

Therein leis likelihood that pressures towards hot-

genei will be equally strop v across the-groupa As

a consequence existing differences among them will

probably remain,

T9 conclude this p er, it is difficult to make

any cle'pr and unqualified predictions about the course

of teac e_-board bargaining ofcondlions of employment

in the dear future. The trends over the past Ah

years d not suggest too much substantive oh,,

a_ factors which right alter the si4tua

such as accelerating enrolment declines in 't.6parate

there

schools .and the collective agreement inforriationdis-

semina ed by the Education. Relations Commission. -On

the while, it.appears that t ere will be continued

pressire on clauses direr ly related to declining.

-enrolMents and staffing flexibility,

gain$ to be made by the teachers at the bargaining

but any .real

tab] will be modest in size_and slow in coming.
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